Estimation of Friction Force in Minimally Invasive Surgery with Tactile Sensors
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Abstract:
This study investigates coefficient of friction of flat-tipped laparoscopic surgery tool (bowel grasper) in an ex vivo experiment in order to identify the approximate coefficient of friction between laparoscopic tool and the organic sample. The estimation of friction force is essential for ensuring safe grasping. The friction tribometer and the laparoscopic grasper setup were the two experimental setups to conclude the friction of the tool in the absence tactile sensor. The measurement of the pinch force and estimation of the friction force from the measured pinch force and the coefficient of friction is suitable for novice surgeon training.
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1. Introduction
Novice surgeons tend to apply more grasping force than experienced surgeons do during minimal invasive surgery owing to practice of special surgical tools so called laparoscopic tools. Hence, the special surgical tools weakens tactile senses of the novice surgeons. Improvement of the surgeon’s tactile senses while using special surgical tools is only possible by training and practice. Integration of the novel sensors such as thin film tactile sensors to the surgical tools and creating training platforms equipped with these tools can benefit novice surgeons to enhance their skills and senses [1-3]. Thin film tactile sensors can be used for measuring contact force and pressure in real-time for minimally invasive surgery [4-8]. Integration of a thin layer to tool alters contact characteristics in despite of its advantages.

Friction force measurement is crucial to avoid slippage of tissue from the tool and coefficient of friction is an essential parameter to examine the friction characteristic of the contacting surfaces [9]. Changing velocity and normal force and surface geometry have effect on coefficient of friction between the tool and the tissues which exhibits hyper viscoelastic characteristics [10-14]. In this work, coefficient of friction of flat-tipped laparoscopic surgery tool (bowel grasper) in an ex vivo experiment are studied in order to identify the approximate coefficient of friction between laparoscopic tool and the organic sample. This study is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the materials and methods including laparoscopic grasping and the experimental setups. In Section 3, the results of the experiments are given. The discussion of the experimental results are presented in Section 4. The conclusions are given in Section 5.
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2. Materials and Method

2.1. Forces in Laparoscopic Grasping

Main forces to calculate the coefficient of friction during laparoscopic grasping are pinch and pull forces as shown in Fig.1. The pinch force is normal force applied from tool tip and the friction force is orthogonal to the pinch force. Additionally, the combination of pinch and friction force creates pull force, which changes with the closing angle of the end-effector (θ). Pinch force can be measured by a tactile sensor at the tool tip [15]. A supplementary sensor is necessary to measure the pull force. Coefficient of friction can be calculated if pinch force, pull force and angular displacement of the jaws are measured.

![Figure 1. Forces during grasping for closure of jaws.](image)

2.2. Experimental Setups

In this subsection, details of two experimental setups, which are friction tribometer and laparoscopic grasper friction setup, are given in order to determine the coefficient of friction of the flat-tipped laparoscopic grasper.

![Figure 2. Experimental setups (a) Friction tribometer: 1. 3D force sensor, 2. Linear motorized stages (horizontal and vertical), 3. Load cell, 4. Slider, and 5. Sample. (b) Laparoscopic grasper friction setup: 1. Linear motorized stages, 2. Load cells, 3. Tactile sensor, 4. Tool-tip, and 5. Laser displacement sensor.](image)
2.2.1 Friction tribometer

Coefficient of friction of the flat tip with tactile sensor is measured by friction tribometer illustrated in Fig. 2 (a). A flat slider made of stainless steel is manufactured to the tribometer. Contact area and material of the slider and the flat tool tip are the same. In this custom-made tribometer, two motorized linear stages are used for the vertical (MFA-CC, Newport Corp.) and the horizontal (UTS50CC, Newport Corp.) motion of the slider. A load cell (GSO-250g, Transducer Techniques) and a piezoelectric three-dimensional (3D) force sensor (9317C, Kistler) measure the normal force and the friction force, respectively. A sliding mode controller (SMC) is used to control the normal force applied to tissue throughout the horizontal motion of the slider [16]. Organic samples are from chicken meat in rectangular shapes with a thickness 5 to 8 mm. In order to avoid the contact loss of the sample from the test bench, sandpaper is used. Coefficient of friction are measured under the normal force of 500 mN, 1000 mN, and 2000 mN while velocity of the slider changes between 0.1 mm/s and 2.5 mm/s. Coefficient of friction is calculated from the friction force and SMC-controlled normal force. Total horizontal displacement of the slider for each experiment is 17 mm. For each normal load and sliding velocity, tests are repeated 3 times.

2.2.2 Laparoscopic grasper friction setup

In order to measure the coefficient of friction between the tool tip and sample, the laparoscopic grasper friction setup is established. This setup consists of two load cell, a piezoresistive tactile sensor, a laser displacement sensor and two linear motorized stages as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b). The load cell (S2M, HBM) at the right hand side of the Fig. 2 (b), which measures the rod force, is connected to the rod of the tool and to the linear motorized stage, which opens and closes the tool tip. The load cell (GSO-250g, Transducer Techniques) at the left hand side of the Fig. 2 (b), which measures pull force, is connected to the sample with a thread and to the other linear motorized stage, which pulls the sample. Tactile sensor, which measures the pinch force, is integrated to the tool tip. The laser displacement sensor, which is located on top of the tool tip, measures the tip angle θ as illustrated in Fig. 1. The tip angle is kept constant between 1° and 4°. Details of the pinch force measurement with a tactile sensor are explained in previous studies [17]. The tool is stationary to experiment table. Experiment starts with grasping the sample by sustaining the constant rod force with a proportional (P) controller. Afterwards, the sample is pulled with velocity of 0.5 mm/s and it slides between jaws. The rod forces are 3 N, 5 N and 7 N and the resulting pinch forces are 0.75N, 1 N and 2 N, respectively. For each velocity and rod force, tests are carried out three times. Coefficient of friction is calculated from the pull force and pinch force. The results of the experiments will be discussed in the following sections.

2.3. Test Samples

In order to prevent tissue dehydration, all samples are kept in plastic bags at room temperature (22 °C), and each sample is used only once. Thickness of the samples are between 4 and 6 mm. Test laboratory has constant temperature of 22 °C (±1 °C) and relative humidity of 65% (±3%). The amount of sample dehydration according to elapsed time is measured with a resistive humidity meter. For the samples, the humidity level of 300 to 700 is suitable for experiments. Once the samples are taken out from the plastic bag, the measurements show that the average humidity of
the samples is 670±20 and the average humidity of the samples decreases roughly 11% within 15 minutes (595±5). Moreover, average duration of each experiment is 4 minutes. Thus, the effect of dehydration is practically negligible.

3. Results

3.1. Coefficient of Friction in Tribometer

Coefficient of friction between tool tip and tissue is calculated according to Amontons’ law of friction given in Eqn. 1, where \( F, \mu, \) and \( N \) are the friction force, coefficient of friction, and normal force, respectively.

\[
F = \mu N \tag{1}
\]

In tribometer, experiments are performed with the stainless steel slider with tactile sensor. The normal force is between 500 mN and 2000 mN and the sliding velocity is between 0.1 mm/s and 2.5 mm/s. Mean and standard deviation of coefficient of friction is calculated after 3 repeated experiments. As illustrated in Fig. 5, coefficient of friction is calculated with respect to displacement for a 500 mN normal force and 2.0 mm/s sliding velocity. In order to calculate the average friction of coefficient, nine equally weighted points are selected for each case. Coefficient of friction calculated from Fig. 5 is equal to 2 mm/s in Fig. 6 (a). Fig. 6 (a) demonstrates the average and standard deviation of the coefficient of friction under a normal force of 500 mN at sliding velocities of 0.1 mm/s, 0.5 mm/s, 1.0 mm/s, 1.5 mm/s, 2.0 mm/s, and 2.5 mm/s. With the same sliding velocities, Fig. 6 (b) and (c) demonstrates the average and standard deviation for the normal force of 1000 mN and 2000 mN, respectively.

![Figure 5. Typical test result in friction tribometer - Coefficient of friction with respect to displacement at 500 mN and 1.0 mm/s.](image-url)
Figure 6. Results of friction tribometer – The coefficient of friction for changing velocities between 0.1 mm/s and 2.5 mm/s at three different normal force, (a) 500 mN, (b) 1000 mN, (c) 2000 mN.
As shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), increasing velocity rises the coefficient of friction at the normal force of 500 mN and 1000 mN, respectively. For the 500 mN normal force (Fig. 6 (a)), the coefficient of friction rises from 0.43 to 0.85, as the velocity increases from 0.1 mm/s to 2.5 mm/s. In the same way, for the 1000 mN normal force (Fig. 6 (b)), the velocity increase is from 0.1 mm/s to 2.5 mm/s and the coefficient of friction rises from 0.56 to 0.86 due to the viscous behavior of the samples. Considering the normal force of 500 mN (Fig. 6 (a)) and 1000 mN (Fig. 6 (b)), the coefficient of friction increases when the normal force is increased. Moreover, as the velocity is increased from 0.1 mm/s to 2.5 mm/s at the normal force of 2000 mN (Fig. 6 (c)), the coefficient of friction drops from 0.44 to 0.37. The viscous characteristic of the sample is lost due to disproportionate compression of the sample. In Fig. 6 (c) at 2.5 mm/s sliding velocity, coefficient of friction is the lowest. Lower coefficient of friction, which is caused by too much normal force as seen in Fig. 6, rises the possibility of slippage.

### 3.2. Coefficient of Friction in Laparoscopic Grasper

The coefficient of friction amidst the tool-tip and sample are carried out for three different pinch forces in laparoscopic grasper friction setup. The pinch force is maintained constantly at 0.75 N, 1.0 N, and 2.0 N throughout the test then the sample is pulled. The characteristic test results of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 7. The pull force causes elastic deformation on the sample first then it reaches its highest constant value and it decreases. The coefficient of friction is calculated when the highest constant value of the pull force is achieved. During the experiment, the jaw angle is between 1° and 4°. Due to latter, pull force is equal to friction force and the pinch force is equal to normal force. The ratio of the pull force to pinch force defined in Eqn.1 is used to calculate the coefficient of friction between the tool-tip and sample. The measurement of the pinch force is not possible without a tactile sensor.

![Figure 7. Typical test result of the laparoscopic grasper friction setup - rod, pinch and pull force vs. time.](image)

The results of the experiments are given in Fig. 8 for the sliding velocity of 0.5 mm/s. The calculated coefficient of friction varies between 0.40 and 0.45.
Figure 8. Coefficient of friction calculated by using a tactile sensor.

4. Discussion

The coefficient of friction is 80% higher in tribometer by comparing the results in Fig. 6 for tribometer and in Fig. 8 for laparoscopic grasper setup. During experimental procedures, fresh samples are disposed after each test and variation of their humidity level alternates around 6%. Coefficient of friction of the dry and moderately humid samples are higher than humid samples, which lubricates the tool tip-sample boundary [18-20]. The drying of the sample is avoided by replacing it in each experiment. Additionally, slider shape and contact geometry influences the frictional resistance of the slider thus the coefficient of friction [21]. Comparing the experimental setups, the tip shapes are different which can affect the measured coefficient of frictions. Subsequently, in grasper friction setup, tool tip closes angularly to grasp the sample. Also the squeezed sample sandwiched between tool tip slides when the sample is pulled. However, in the tribometer, the sample is constantly pushed and squeezed along the sliding motion. It could be concluded that the sliding motion of the tips in two different experimental procedure is different and the variation in the coefficient of friction is owing to the different sliding motion. The coefficient of friction obtained in the laparoscopic grasper friction setup is more trustworthy.

Conclusions

In this study, a sample case is created to evaluate the experimental setups with an organic sample and measure the coefficient of friction of the flat-tipped bowel grasper. Estimation of friction force is important to ensure safe grasping in minimally invasive surgery. The friction tribometer and the laparoscopic grasper setup were two experimental setups to conclude the friction of the tool in the presence of the tactile sensor. The difference in the coefficient of friction between the experimental setups is due to the different sliding motion and slider shape. Comparing the results of the tribometer and the laparoscopic grasper setup, the coefficient of friction is 80% higher. However, the coefficient of friction obtained in the laparoscopic grasper friction setup is more trustworthy. The measurement of the pinch force and estimation of the friction force from the measured pinch force and the coefficient of friction is suitable for novice surgeon training.
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